
! New workshops !
In studio and online 

  
Online classes

Videogame basics 
Commercial voice over basics 

Voicing in American and British English
Diction and cold reading basics for French speaking actors

Animation basics
 

Semi-private classes in studio
Animation Dubbing workshop (Beginners and advanced)

 
Private classes 

Diction
Cold reading

English accents (UK and American)
Song dubbing

Commercial voice over
 

Voice demos
Commercial voice over

Videogame and animation 
Narration

 
 
 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

An entire new workshop program is now available at Syllabes Academy! 



Animation Dubbing Workshop 
Beginners - Adults

Semi-private lessons 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teacher

Mark Camacho

Discover the basics of dubbing for animated movies. With the advice of a professional
artistic director, learn the lip-sync band and other essential basics for dubbing! 

GROUP : 2 students
DURATION : 3hrs 

PRICE : 425$ + taxes
 

Booking and information :
514-363-0463 #213 

academie@syllabes.com



Animation Dubbing Workshop 
Advanced - Adults

Semi-private lessons 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teacher

Mark Camacho

Discover a real working situation in dubbing! With the advice of a professional artistic
director, you will learn to adapt to work within the director's guidelines while delivering

quickly a good performance. 

PREREQUISITE : Dubbing Workshop
(Beginners)

GROUP : 2 students
DURATION : 4hrs 

PRICE : 550$ + taxes
 

Booking and information :
514-363-0463 #213 

academie@syllabes.com



Introduction to song dubbing 
Semi-private lessons 

PREREQUISITE :

GROUP : 2 students 
DURATION : 4 hours
PRICE : 495$ + taxes

— Basics in singing
— Have a good sight reading

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213
academie@syllabes.com

During these lessons, you will learn
song dubbing basics with professional
singers and actors. You will learn to use
your singing voice and apply it in
dubbing, specifically in songs. 

In studio, you will learn the basics of
this dubbing technique on various TV
shows, animated movies, etc. 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

 Graduated from L'École Supérieur de
Théâtre Musical in theatre and danse,
Dominic Lorange is recognized for his
versatility and nuanced acting. He
worked at the opera, in theatre and in 
 TV series. Since a couple of years,
Dominic has done commercial voice
over and dubbing for TV shows,  movies
and documentaries. He won, in 2013, a
Félix for the music album for children
Géronimo Stilton at the ADISQ Gala.

OUR TEACHERS

Working as an actor and singer
since 30 years, Pierre Bédard
sang in more than 100 movies
and has worked in adaptation
and musical direction on more
than 50 movies and TV series
(Frozen II, Mr. Rogers, Lego
Movie II, Hotel Transylvania III,
Finding Dory, Angry Birds,
Jungle Book, etc.). 

Pierre Bédard Dominic Lorange



Masterclass in song dubbing 
Semi-private lessons 

PREREQUISITE :

GROUP : 2 students 
DURATION : 6 hours
PRICE : 695$ + taxes

— Basics in singing
— Have a good sight reading

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213
academie@syllabes.com

During these lessons, you will learn
song dubbing basics with professional
singers and actors. You will learn to use
your singing voice and apply it in
dubbing, specifically in songs. 

In studio, you will learn the basics of
this dubbing technique on various TV
shows, animated movies, etc. 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

 Graduated from L'École Supérieur de
Théâtre Musical in theatre and danse,
Dominic Lorange is recognized for his
versatility and nuanced acting. He
worked at the opera, in theatre and in 
 TV series. Since a couple of years,
Dominic has done commercial voice
over and dubbing for TV shows,  movies
and documentaries. He won, in 2013, a
Félix for the music album for children
Géronimo Stilton at the ADISQ Gala.

OUR TEACHERS

Working as an actor and singer
since 30 years, Pierre Bédard
sang in more than 100 movies
and has worked in adaptation
and musical direction on more
than 50 movies and TV series
(Frozen II, Mr. Rogers, Lego
Movie II, Hotel Transylvania III,
Finding Dory, Angry Birds,
Jungle Book, etc.). 

Pierre Bédard Dominic Lorange





  
 
 
 
 

Class content 
 

Creating various characters
Working with various types of scripts 

Physical warm ups
Studio recording basics

Recorded exercices based on class content
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dawn Ford has lent her voice to over 50 fifty leading roles in animated
programs, over 55 campaigns for prominent name brand corporations as
Tide, Toyota, Air Canada, etc. and over 20 Video Games.

Over the course of her career, she has played numerous notable roles
including a recurring role on the Canadian Screen Award winning series, 19-
2, and the recurring role of Sheila Thompson in The Art of More (Sony).

In addition to lending her voice to numerous commercial campaigns, Dawn
Ford has provided her voice to many Ubisoft Video Games, including
Assassins Creed, Tom Clancy and Far Cry.

Dawn Ford has been acknowledged with several awards for her work, the
ACTRA Award for Outstanding Voice Performance as the lead in the
animated series, Fishtronaut, in addition to the ACTRA Woman of the Year.

Animation basics
13-17 years old 

Online lessons

Learn the animation basics with theoretical and practical lessons from home!

GROUP : 4-5 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 3 hours
PRICE : 195$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teacher

Dawn Ford 



Commercial Voice Over
Adults

Online lessons

  
 

Lesson 1 - 2 hours
 

Understanding targeted audience
Define the right tone

Rhythm 
Working situation simulation

Interactive exercices
 
 

Lesson 2 - 2 hours
 

Understanding the director's demands
Adjust to the directors instructions

Understanding the text purpose
 
 
 

Dawn Ford has lent her voice to over 50 fifty leading roles
in animated programs, over 55 campaigns for prominent
name brand corporations as Tide, Toyota, Air Canada, etc.
and over 20 Video Games.

Over the course of her career, she has played numerous
notable roles including a recurring role on the Canadian
Screen Award winning series, 19-2, and the recurring role
of Sheila Thompson in The Art of More (Sony).

In addition to lending her voice to numerous commercial
campaigns, Dawn Ford has provided her voice to many
Ubisoft Video Games, including Assassins Creed, Tom
Clancy and Far Cry.

Dawn Ford has been acknowledged with several awards
for her work, the ACTRA Award for Outstanding Voice
Performance as the lead in the animated series,
Fishtronaut, in addition to the ACTRA Woman of the Year.

Learn the commercial voice over basics with theoretical and practical lessons from home!

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

GROUP : 4-5 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 4 hours
PRICE : 275$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Our teacher

Dawn Ford 



  
 
 

This class is addressed to French speaking actors who
want to  improve their English accent. During these 4
lessons, you will learn the American English accent basics
with various exercices in narration, commercial voice over,
animation and video game. 

 
Lesson 1 - 1h30 

Commercial Voice Over 
 

Lesson 2 - 1h30 
Narration

 
Lesson 3 - 1h30

Animation
 

Lesson 4 - 1h30
Video game

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dawn Ford has lent her voice to over 50 fifty leading roles in animated
programs, over 55 campaigns for prominent name brand corporations as
Tide, Toyota, Air Canada, etc. and over 20 Video Games.

Over the course of her career, she has played numerous notable roles
including a recurring role on the Canadian Screen Award winning series, 19-
2, and the recurring role of Sheila Thompson in The Art of More (Sony).

In addition to lending her voice to numerous commercial campaigns, Dawn
Ford has provided her voice to many Ubisoft Video Games, including
Assassins Creed, Tom Clancy and Far Cry.

Dawn Ford has been acknowledged with several awards for her work, the
ACTRA Award for Outstanding Voice Performance as the lead in the
animated series, Fishtronaut, in addition to the ACTRA Woman of the Year.

Diction and cold reading for French
speaking actors 

Adults
Online lessons

English is your second language? You speak it well but want to learn how to speak with 
 the American accent? Then these lessons are for you! Learn the basics with theoretical

and practical lessons from home!

GROUP : 4-5 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 6 hours
PRICE : 375$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teacher

Dawn Ford 



Video Game Basics
Adults

Online lessons

An accomplished voice actor, Wyatt has provided his voice to
countless Animated series including recording two Series
Regular roles in Sardine's production, Chop Chop Ninja. Most
notably his performance in, "MIA", garnered him a nomination
in 2015 for the ACTRA Montreal Award for Outstanding Voice
Performance.

Wyatt has also lent his voice to many Video Games including
the award-winning critically acclaimed series from Eidos, "Deus
Ex" and countless Ubisoft Games, including the Assassin's
Creed and Far Cry series.

In addition to voice, Wyatt has worked in all aspects of the
industry both in Film and on Television. He has appeared on
Freeform's, The Bold Type, held a Recurring role on APTN's
"Mohawk Girls", worked on Sony Pictures "Roadside Picnic",
etc.

Recently, Wyatt has ventured into Voice Directing on several
confidential productions with multiple gaming companies in
Montreal including Ubisoft Entertainment and Game On.

  
 

Lesson 1 - 2 hours
 

Difference between narration and character's
rendering

Kinds of roles
Deliver a plausible character

 
Lesson 2 - 2 hours

 
Breathing without breaking the play

Vocal techniques specific to video games
Working on solo and duo scenes 

 
 
 

Learn video game voice over basics with theoretical and practical lessons from home!
 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

GROUP : 4 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 4 hours
PRICE : 295$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Our teacher

Wyatt Bowen



Voicing in American and British English 
Adults

Online lessons

  
 

Lesson 1 - 2 hours
Narration and audiobooks 

 
Key differentiators between 

General USA & British RP
 

Finding one’s unique natural resonance & 
individual color and tone for narration

 
 

Lesson 2 - 2 hours
Commercials

 
How to choose & stress keywords for a 

punchy & energised delivery
 

Understanding Company /Ad’s ethos 
and how to represent it vocally

 
Practice both UK and US English standards in

preparation for the recording of two commercials.
 
 

Lesson 3 - 2 hours
Composition voices for video games

 & animation
 

Improvisation exercise
 

How to prepare for a recording session
 

Finding vocal reliability, range, 
resonance & support

 
Identify key features of a character’s voice and

reliably retrieve them in performance
 
 
 
 
 

You already speak English perfectly but want to learn the difference between British and
American English? Then these lessons are for you! Learn the basics with theoretical and

practical lessons from home!

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

GROUP : 4 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 6 hours
PRICE : 375$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Our teacher

Simon Gfeller 





  
 
 
 
 

Class content 
 

Creating various characters
Working with different kind of scripts 

Physical warm ups
Studio recording basics

Recorded exercices based on class content
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dawn Ford has lent her voice to over 50 fifty leading roles in animated
programs, over 55 campaigns for prominent name brand corporations as
Tide, Toyota, Air Canada, etc. and over 20 Video Games.

Over the course of her career, she has played numerous notable roles
including a recurring role on the Canadian Screen Award winning series, 19-
2, and the recurring role of Sheila Thompson in The Art of More (Sony).

In addition to lending her voice to numerous commercial campaigns, Dawn
Ford has provided her voice to many Ubisoft Video Games, including
Assassins Creed, Tom Clancy and Far Cry.

Dawn Ford has been acknowledged with several awards for her work, the
ACTRA Award for Outstanding Voice Performance as the lead in the
animated series, Fishtronaut, in addition to the ACTRA Woman of the Year.

Animation basics
13-17 years old 

Online lessons

Learn the animation basics with theoretical and practical lessons from home!

GROUP : 4-5 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 3 hours
PRICE : 195$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teacher

Dawn Ford 



Commercial Voice Over
13-17 years old

Online lessons

  
 

Lesson 1 - 2 hours
 

Understanding targeted audience
Define the right tone

Rhythm 
Working situation simulation

Interactive exercices
 
 

Lesson 2 - 2 hours
 

Understanding the director's demands
Adjust to the directors instructions

Understanding the text purpose
 
 
 

Dawn Ford has lent her voice to over 50 fifty leading roles
in animated programs, over 55 campaigns for prominent
name brand corporations as Tide, Toyota, Air Canada, etc.
and over 20 Video Games.

Over the course of her career, she has played numerous
notable roles including a recurring role on the Canadian
Screen Award winning series, 19-2, and the recurring role
of Sheila Thompson in The Art of More (Sony).

In addition to lending her voice to numerous commercial
campaigns, Dawn Ford has provided her voice to many
Ubisoft Video Games, including Assassins Creed, Tom
Clancy and Far Cry.

Dawn Ford has been acknowledged with several awards
for her work, the ACTRA Award for Outstanding Voice
Performance as the lead in the animated series,
Fishtronaut, in addition to the ACTRA Woman of the Year.

Learn the commercial voice over basics with theoretical and practical lessons from home!

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

GROUP : 4-5 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 4 hours
PRICE : 275$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Our teacher

Dawn Ford 



  
 
 

This class is addressed to French speaking actors who
want to  improve their English accent. During these 4
lessons, you will learn the American English accent basics
with various exercices in narration, commercial voice over,
animation and video game. 

 
Lesson 1 - 1h30 

Commercial Voice Over 
 

Lesson 2 - 1h30 
Narration

 
Lesson 3 - 1h30

Animation
 

Lesson 4 - 1h30
Video game

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dawn Ford has lent her voice to over 50 fifty leading roles in animated
programs, over 55 campaigns for prominent name brand corporations as
Tide, Toyota, Air Canada, etc. and over 20 Video Games.

Over the course of her career, she has played numerous notable roles
including a recurring role on the Canadian Screen Award winning series, 19-
2, and the recurring role of Sheila Thompson in The Art of More (Sony).

In addition to lending her voice to numerous commercial campaigns, Dawn
Ford has provided her voice to many Ubisoft Video Games, including
Assassins Creed, Tom Clancy and Far Cry.

Dawn Ford has been acknowledged with several awards for her work, the
ACTRA Award for Outstanding Voice Performance as the lead in the
animated series, Fishtronaut, in addition to the ACTRA Woman of the Year.

Diction and cold reading for French
speaking actors 

13-17 years old
Online lessons

English is your second language? You speak it well but want to learn how to speak with 
 the American accent? Then these lessons are for you! Learn the basics with theoretical

and practical lessons from home!

GROUP : 4-5 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 6 hours
PRICE : 375$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teacher

Dawn Ford 



Video Game Basics
13-17 years old
Online lessons

An accomplished voice actor, Wyatt has provided his voice to
countless Animated series including recording two Series
Regular roles in Sardine's production, Chop Chop Ninja. Most
notably his performance in, "MIA", garnered him a nomination
in 2015 for the ACTRA Montreal Award for Outstanding Voice
Performance.

Wyatt has also lent his voice to many Video Games including
the award-winning critically acclaimed series from Eidos, "Deus
Ex" and countless Ubisoft Games, including the Assassin's
Creed and Far Cry series.

In addition to voice, Wyatt has worked in all aspects of the
industry both in Film and on Television. He has appeared on
Freeform's, The Bold Type, held a Recurring role on APTN's
"Mohawk Girls", worked on Sony Pictures "Roadside Picnic",
etc.

Recently, Wyatt has ventured into Voice Directing on several
confidential productions with multiple gaming companies in
Montreal including Ubisoft Entertainment and Game On.

  
 

Lesson 1 - 2 hours
 

Difference between narration and character's
rendering

Kinds of roles
Deliver a plausible character

 
Lesson 2 - 2 hours

 
Breathing without breaking the play

Vocal techniques specific to video games
Working on solo and duo scenes 

 
 
 

Learn video game voice over basics with theoretical and practical lessons from home!
 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

GROUP : 4 students
FORMAT : Online
DURATION : 4 hours
PRICE : 295$ + taxes

 
Booking and information :

514-363-0463 #213 
academie@syllabes.com

Our teacher

Wyatt Bowen





Private lessons 
In studio

GROUP : 1 student
DURATION : 2hrs 

PRICE : 425$ + taxes
 

Booking and information :
514-363-0463 #213 

academie@syllabes.com

AVAILABLE CLASSES :
Dubbing

Song dubbing
Commercial Voice Over

Video Game 

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teachers

Commercial Voice Over 

Dawn Ford 

Richard Dumont

Video Game 

Mark Camacho 

Dubbing Dubbing

Eleanor Noble 

Song dubbing 

Pierre Bédard



Private lessons 
Online

GROUP : 1 student
DURATION : 2hrs 

PRICE : 340$ + taxes
 

Booking and information :
514-363-0463 #213 

academie@syllabes.com

AVAILABLE CLASSES :
Commercial Voice Over

Video game
Diction and cold reading 

Voicing in American and British English

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Our teachers

Commercial Voice Over
Diction and cold

reading 

Dawn Ford Wyatt Bowen

Video Game 

Simon Gfeller 

Voicing in American and British English





Dubbing gym

Booking and information :
514-363-0463 #213

academie@syllabes.com

Syllabes - 338 rue Saint-Antoine Est, suite 207, Montréal, QC H2Y 1A3 - 514 363 0463 - syllabes.com - facebook.com/syllabes

Prices : 
155$ + taxes for 1 gym of 1h

595$ + taxes for 5 gyms of 1h
895$ + taxes  for 10 gyms of 1h

Syllabes offers the possibility to train in dubbing. The dubbing gym gives
you the opportunity to train in studio with a technician. This way, you can

listen to your performance  and try again when needed!



Your voice demo is equally important as your casting photo! It is your tool to promote your skills to
different casting companies. A demo directed by an experienced director and recorded in a professional
studio is the best publicity you can have for future employers. It is the audio examples that will be send to
the clients by casting companies. 

Artistic direction by a commercial voice over, video game or narration professional

Your demo includes :
• 4 audio clips depending in the selected package

• Selected texts according to your professional goals and vocal casting

• Editing, mixing, sound design and music
• MP3 files delivered in 2 to 3 weeks

Voice demos packages :
Commercial voice over : 3 advertising and 1 narration
Video game : 1 dialogue, 2 monologues et 1 narration
Narration : 2 documentaries et 2 audiobook extracts 

Personalized demo : 4 audio clips of your choice (contact us for
price and informations)

 
The demos includes only the audio files. No video file will be delivered.

Syllabes - 338 Saint-Antoine East #207, Montreal, QC H2Y 1A3

For booking and information :
academie@syllabes.com

514-363-0463 #213
 
 

Eligibility : 
10 years old +

Actors 

Voice demos 

Why record a voice demo? 

Duration : 2hrs
Price : 695 $ + taxes


